Ultimate Stable Underwater Superhydrophobic State.
Underwater metastability hinders the durable application of superhydrophobic surfaces. In this work, through thermodynamic analysis, we theoretically demonstrate the existence of an ultimate stable state on underwater superhydrophobic surfaces. Such a state is achieved by the synergy of mechanical balance and chemical diffusion equilibrium across the entrapped liquid-air interfaces. By using confocal microscopy, we in situ examine the ultimate stable states on structured hydrophobic surfaces patterned with cylindrical micropores in different pressure and flow conditions. The equilibrium morphology of the meniscus is tuned by the dissolved gas saturation degree within a critical range at a given liquid pressure. Moreover, with fresh lotus leaves, we prove that the ultimate stable state can also be realized on randomly rough superhydrophobic surfaces. The finding here paves the way for applying superhydrophobic surfaces in environments with different liquid pressure and flow conditions.